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Poromiv rural united territorial community is a
united territorial community in Ukraine, in the
Volodymyr district of the Volyn region. The
administrative center is the village of Poromiv.
The area of the community is 110.09 km², the
population is 6,004 (as of January 1, 2023).

It was formed as part of Buzhankivsky,
Morozovychivsky, Poromivsky and
Starolishnyansky village councils of Ivanychiv
district.
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Don’t Be Afraid to Go Big

Buzhankivsky elder district

Morozovychivsky elder district

Starolishnyansky elder district

Poromivsky district

Petrove Poromiv Lezhnytsa
Mykhale Mlynyshe

Buzhanka Bortniv Virkhniv 
Ivaniv  Shakhtarske  

Volytsa-Morozovytska
Morozovychi Rusovychi 

Budyatychy Kosmivka Nova Lishnya 
Osmylovychy Stara Lishnya 



Geographical location

The distance from the center of 
the community to the road of 

regional significance P-15 is 5 km, 
to the regional center 

of Lutsk - 100 km. 

Community borders the  
Republic of Poland, the distance to 

the nearest checkpoint 
"Ustylug-Zosyn" is 12 km. 



Natural resource 
of Poromiv community

Characterized by the presence of hard coal deposits 

of the Lviv-Volyn Basin. 

The land fund of the territorial community is

11,009.1002 hectares:

- under construction and home plots - 1,117.0000

hectares;

- arable land - 8,808.3117 ha;

- reserve land - 1,083.7885 ha.

Arable lands are represented by the spread of dark gray 

podzolized soils, which is very favorable for the 

development of highly productive agriculture 

specializing in crop production, namely the cultivation 

of grain and technical crops.



Coal industry

On the territory of Poromiv

community, there is one operating

Mine "Buzhanska" and the only

mine under construction on the

territory of Ukraine – “Mine No. 10”.

Mines are the main budget-forming

enterprises of the community, with

an income share of more than 50%



Mine «Buzhanska»



Average thickness of the reservoir n 8 - 0,85 m, 

depth of occurrence - 320-380 м.

The stratum is classified as medium ash.

The grade of coal mined - LFG.

Design capacity – 300 thousand tones per year

Mine «Buzhanska»



Mine № 10



- A coal mine under construction

- The only newly built mine in Ukraine, the financing of which took place at 

the expense of the budget funds of Ukraine.

- The construction of the mine was started in the 1980s with an annual 

production capacity of 0.9 million tons of coal and reserves of 37.8 million 

tons of thermal coal of the gas group.

Mine № 10



Economy of the community

In 2022, 2,356 people were employed in the real

sector of the economy, which is more than a

third of the population of the community.

For now, there are 28 legal entities - subjects of

entrepreneurial activity, 128 individual

entrepreneurs, 20 agricultural producers

(individual farmers), there are 1,342 personal

peasant farms.



Tourist infrastructure 
of Poromiv community

In 2021 the community had got a new location on 

it’s territory - the 11-meter-high “Poromiv swing”. 

There are plans for recreation area with gazebos 

and a barbecue zone, and a 25 km eco-bike route.

There is an Orthodox chapel in the village of

Petrove, built near a famous hill. And there are

springs with healing water flow from under that

hill and form the Debra river, which flows into the

river of Western Buh.



Thank you!


